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for gold, approximating more to that used for silver. Proofs of similar composition must be used and the operations require much practice before the necessary skill is acquired. The difficulty is that part of the silver is lost by cupel absorption and part of the copper is retained in the prill. It is almost impossible to arrange that these two amounts shall be equal. Accordingly the method should not be used. The cadmium parting alread\<r described, followed by determination of the silver in solution by titration with sulphocyanide or by precipitation as chloride, should always be preferred. If less than 33 per cent, of gold is present originally, the alloy may be parted at once without cupellation and the silver estimated as above.
Effects of the Presence of other Metals on Gold Bullion Assay.—The effects on cupellation are the same as those given under ore assay (p. 507). In general, if a scoria is formed owing to the presence of large quantities of antimony, arsenic, cobalt, nickel, iron, tin, zinc, or aluminium, there is ti loss of gold. The alloy should in that case be scorified with lead as a preliminary to cupellation. If mercury is present gold is carried oil' in the form of spray, and lost as the mercury boils oil'. The presence of tellurium is sometimes indicated by the formation of numbers of minute beads of precious metal dispersed over the surface of the cupel. Tellurium compounds are best analysed in the wet way (see p. 553).
If members of the platinum group are present they remain undissolved by the parting acid, and hinder the solution of the silver, and the assay is consequently rendered unreliable. The treatment of the alloys is discussed below (p. 5111). The effects of the presence of small quantities of various metals on the surcharge in the ordinary parting assay is shown below. The table is (he result of experiments made by the author.1 The presence of 5 per cent, bismuth duos not affect; the surcharge. All assay pieces contained 1,000 parts of gold, 2,500 parts of silver, and 9.1 parts of copper, other metals being added in the proportions indicated.
»,  ,   ,     , »   j        Kr              Antimony,       Zinc.,       Tellurium.       Iron,           Nickel.
Metal added.       None.        f)() {,^     ?0 |>ar'fc^     ,;i ^.^     r>() ^^     f)() paj.iH<
Surcharge,      -|- 0-12       -|- 0-28      -|- 0-30      -|- 0-07       + 0'27       -h 0-22
These differences indicate the necessity of employing special checks •containing these metals if such be present in the alloys.
ASSAY OF VARIOUS GOLD ALLOYS.
It- is often impracticable to apply the ordinary parting assay to the examination of low-standard alloys of gold with other .metals. These are then tested by various other methods, of which a, summary is given below, the alloys being grouped in four scries for convenience :-•-........
A.  Alloys requiring Hcorification.
,B.  Amalgams.
0.   Alloys containing members of the platinum group.
,1).  Tellurium compounds.
A. Sconfication Of Alloys. -Alloys of gold containing n-rwniv or (tuiiinoiiif are redured to a. fine powder and scorified with thirty parts of lead and a half part/ of borax. If the slag becomes pasty towards the end of the
1   T.   K.  Rose, ./,  Ckciu. HIM-., 1SW, 63,700.

